Think neighbor

The Ford TH! NK was a line of electric vehicles produced by the TH! The short-lived line
included four models: the TH! NK Neighbor and the TH! NK City, small electric automobiles ,
and the TH! NK Bike Fun, electric-powered motorized bicycle. Ford sold its stock, and the
resulting company, Think Global , produced electric cars in Norway until declaring bankruptcy
in The model was 9. Design and manufacture was unrelated to the Th! The Neighbor was initially
offered in two models, a two-seater and a four-seater, with a two-passenger utility truck version
offered near the end of production. The TH! NK Neighbor had a fixed roof over an open
enclosure; a rain cover was optionally available to protect the passengers from the elements.
Many options were designed for use on the golf course: it featured a bag rack, a holder for
scorecards, tees, and balls, and a club washer. Additionally, there was a trunk option for the
four-passenger version that could double as a cooler. A major controversy erupted when Ford
decided to crush off-lease TH! NK City cars stockpiled in the U. After protesting by
environmentalist groups, including a Greenpeace rally on the roof of Ford's Norway offices,
Ford decided to ship the excess vehicles to Norway. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See
also: Think City. Consumer Product Safety Commission. Archived from the original on
Retrieved NK Again Protesters". A Better Earth. September Archived from the original on May
12, NK Different". Automotive Design and Production. Ford concept vehicles. F Super Chief
Atlas. Category Commons. Categories : Electric car models Electric city cars Battery electric
cars that were formerly produced Ford concept vehicles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Model Neighbor made by Th! Consumer
complaints with reference, among others things, to electrical system, power train. Technical
service bulletines regarding electrical system, equipment and power train. There was one recall
concerning service brakes, hydraulic. Based on public records. Inadvertent errors are possible.
This web site is not associated with, endorsed by, or sponsored by and has no official or
unofficial affiliation with the vehicle's manufacturer. Consequence Summary Fracture of the
pushrod would result in the loss of the service brakes. Corrective Summary Dealers have been
notified to stop sale of these vehicles until the pushrod has been replaced. Notes Customers
can also contact the national highway traffic safety administration's auto safety hotline at
dashdot Bulletin Bulletin date Replacement Bulletin Item no. On certain electric vehicles, the
brake master cylinder pushrod, which connects the brake pedal to the master cylinder, could
fracture. Fracture of the pushrod would result in the loss of the service brakes. Dealers have
been notified to stop sale of these vehicles until the pushrod has been replaced. Customers can
also contact the national highway traffic safety administration's auto safety hotline at dashdot
Electrical leak to the frame from the battery pack, which may affect diagnosis of electrical
components. Think neighbor vehicles may exhibit illumination of the leakage icon, failure to
power up, intermittent loss of power, gauge malfunction, and other related vehicle system
malfunctions. The main display cluster on the vehicle sizzled and popped upon turning the
vehicle on, melting some plastic along with it. I just purchased a ford think electric vehicle. NK
neighbor is a battery powered vehicle, capable of speeds up to 25 miles per hour, designed for
commuting within closed communities, resorts or work environments. Street legal cart is
capable of speeds up to 35 miles per hour. The TH! NK neighbor also gives customers the
flexibility to personalize their vehicle with choices from a list of options. NK neighbor is the
perfect choice for customers who need mobility within a relatively small, closed geographic
area, like a gated community or commercial complex," said Rob Stevens, president of TH! NK
neighbor provides the added bonus of being an environmentally friendly zero emissions
vehicle," he added. NK neighbor is constructed of an extruded aluminum space frame with
thermoplastic body panels. The panels are modular and easily molded into a variety of colors.
The interior is weather resistant and designed for ergonomic simplicity, function and on-board
stowage. NK neighbor is powered by six lead acid batteries 72 volts total power driving a watt
DC motor with 65 ft-lb peak torque RPM. Range is approximately 20 miles, with recharging
requiring hours from a standard volt system. Regenerative braking provides onboard charging
to the batteries during stop-and-go driving. NK neighbor will come equipped with a two speed
selector for private road and golf course applications. The "high" speed setting will be limited to
25 mph. The "low" speed setting will be limited to 15 mph. NK neighbor will meet the new U.
Customers can order TH! Call Us! Ford TH! NK neighbor is powered by six lead acid batteries 72
volts total power driving a watt DC motor with 65 ft-lb peak torque RPM Powered by 6 lead acid
batteries Range is approximately 20 miles, with recharging requiring hours from a standard volt
system. With a number of safety features TH! Gross Vehicle Weight: 2 Passenger lb. Yes people
stop me to ask questions. This Think is classified as a Neighborhood Electric Vehicle, which
meets the Federal government requirements for low speed vehicles. This combines the benefits
of economical electric transportation, no emissions and a safe comfortable ride. These vehicles

are available in only 11 states, and Texas has only 4 dealers. Why the Ford Think? The Mule is
similar size, weight and performance, but had room for only 2 passengers and is gasoline
powered. Frequently asked questions:. This Think is licensed and inspected in Texas street
legal Range, 30 miles on one battery charge Top Speed limited to 25 miles per hour by law
Recharge the batteries overnight at any volt outlet, for less than 50 cents. Unlike a golf cart, the
Think is street legal; yes you can use this as a golf cart, in Turf mode the top speed is 15mph.
What do I use this for? No freeway driving. Specifications for the 4-passenger model:. Optional
accessories on this car this is the basic model. Maintenance free batteries, you never have to
add water. Wide turf tires they look better than the narrow tires. First Impressions. Big
windshield, large open space, bright colors. That night I was able to drive both the 2 passengers
and 4-passenger model several times. The Think was easy to get in and out, with the grab
handle in the right place. The three position seat belts hold you in the care securely. I had a
positive first impression from my test drives that night. Thanks to the EAA guys for letting me
take many test drives. Here is the website for the Houston Electric Auto Association, Also here
is a picture of the Think and the Cyclops, do you agree they look alike? I went home and did my
research, and subsequently purchased this car and took delivery on July 19, You can also
check inventory, availability and prices at McRee at this website: See: This is a first time for me
to use an electronic shop manual, and I like it. I drove around the neighborhood for about six to
eight miles, until it got dark. Here is what we noticed, we were able to see and visit our
neighbors. We would stop several times to visit with our neighbors, many we have not seen for
a year. The cornering ability of the Think is unbelievable. The independent suspension gives the
ability to corner faster than I thought possible. The low center of gravity and weight of the
batteries contribute to this stability. I made the right choice to buy the four passenger model
Think, because everyone wants to go for a test drive or catch a ride to the store with you. This is
a great chance to make new friends. Is it a golf cart? On Monday morning, I contacted my
insurance agent to add the Think to my auto policy, and the agent had difficulty understanding
what a Think was. Finally I emailed her a copy of the purchase invoice, which showed the VIN
vehicle identification number and a picture of the Think. Two days later I received an insurance
card to show coverage for the Think. The over 50 year old, men are the ones who notice and
have interest in the Think and stop me to ask questions. This tax credit is available for
individuals, on their income tax return. Not confuse this tax credit with a tax deduction. I intend
to update this article with a longer-term evaluation, so be sure to bookmark this site, and check
back later. This article is to provide you some immediate information and to answer your
questions. This article was written by Gus Hrncir, a team member of the Computer Build or Buy
Group Network, and a frequent presenter at the weekly meetings. Please visit this website for
some great computer technology, and join us for our weekly meetings BuildOrBuy News. AMD
Road Show. Dell Laptop Upgrade. Gus Jr's Bride. Trade Associations. Windows Help. EyeFor
Energy. Ford Th! NK was a line of electric vehicles produced by the TH! The short-lived line
included four models: the TH! NK Neighbor and the TH! NK City, small electric automobiles, and
the TH! NK Bike Fun, electric-powered motorized bicycle. The TH! NK line suffered from recalls
and poor sales and was cancelled in Ford sold its stock, and the resulting company, Think
Global, continues to produce electric cars in Norway. Design and manufacture was unrelated to
the Th! The Neighbor was initially offered in two models, a two-seater and a four-seater, with a
two-passenger utility truck version offered near the end of production. NK Neighbor had a fixed
roof over an open enclosure; a rain cover was optionally available to protect the passengers
from the elements. Many options were designed for use on the golf course: it featured a bag
rack, a holder for scorecards, tees, and balls, and a club washer. Additionally, there was a trunk
option for the four-passenger version that could double as a cooler. Frequently asked
questions:. Range, 30 miles on one battery charge Top Speed limited to 25 miles per hour by
law Recharge the batteries overnight at any volt outlet, for less than 50 cents. Unlike a golf cart,
the Th! Specifications for the 4-passenger model:. Now comes with relay. Rebuilt Ford Think
Instrument Cluster. About Us. Site Map. Wish List. Contact Us. Description Item Number. GEM
Beds. GEM Body Accessories. GEM Carry Racks. GEM Drive Train. GEM Service Boxes. GEM
Hitches. Brakes and Bearings. Car Covers. Wheels Accessories. Ford Think Drive Shaft
Replacements. No modifications required. Comes with 4 shoes to do 2 wheels. Fits front or back
wheels. Now comes with wheel cylinder bolts 2! Complete kit and instructions to convert a 2
passenger Ford Think to a 4 passenger vehicle. Subject to fading when exposed to sunlight and
UV rays. We may be the only co
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mpany in the world to carry NEW Think windshields! Electrical Components are
Non-Returnable. Problems with your vehicles electrical system may harm your cluster.
Therefore we are not able to accept returns sometimes for this item. Instructions are sent with
the cluster, that will help you with installation. Key only comes out in OFF postion. Many
improvements made to this Weather Enclosure, compared to the originals by Ford. Made by us,
right here in Chandler, Arizona. This 4 passenger Think Neighbor Weather Enclosure will keep
you dry. This 2 passenger Think Neighbor Weather Enclosure will keep you dry. Ford Think
decals. Transparent background just like the originals. Peel and stick on front and rear deck
lids. Comes as a set of 2. Comes with mirror adhesive to attach new mount. Heavy Duty! Fits on
driver's side only. Ford Think Brake Master Cylinder. Sticks on the side roof columns on rear of
car. Rebuilt factory control arm with new syspension bushing and black powdercoated finish.

